
Sequencing With Over Dyed Threads 
 

When you use the sequencing method of stitching with over dyed threads, 

you begin in the center of the design and work outward, first working one 

side of a section and then the other.  
 

Using 1 ply of cotton floss, cross stitch (one complete cross stitch at a time) 

over 1 thread in your choice of colors.  

 

Tree Branches - Cut a length of green over dyed thread about 16” long at a 

point where the lighter green begins. Thread the needle from the lighter 

green thread end, so that when you begin stitching the darker green will be 

worked first. Start at the point where the branches attach to the trunk. Make 

an away waste knot in the line of stitching that you will catch as you work. 

As you work each branch, the color will gradually change from very dark to 

light, so that the tips of the branches will be light and look like new growth. 
 

Begin a second branch making sure to get  your ply from the same strand as 

used for the first branch; work the branch on the opposite side that matches 

the first branch and use an away waste knot that is exactly the same length 

as used on the first branch. All these things must be consistent for the 

colors to sequence. 
 

Trunk, animals, lettering, and border – Using the same technique of 

matching thread lengths, ends, and tails, work the additional motifs being 

careful to follow a consistent sequence in stitching. 

 

Sequencing can make images mirror top/bottom, left/right, and 

top/bottom/left/right (as when making a border). 

 

When things go wrong 
 

As you work the side that is to mirror the first, you may find the colors are 

not matching exactly.  To correct: 

 

If you are using too much thread on the second side skip over as many 

stitches as needed to get the colors to match on the first side. When 

finished, go back with another length of thread and fill in the area you 

skipped over with a matching section. 

 

If you are using less thread and getting ahead on the second side:, take 

your working thread to the back and weave it through completed stitches on 

back until you use enough thread so that stitches match. 
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